Greek Line offer you year round
‘Sunshine Cruises’
or longer holidays.
Regular service
Southampton
Le Havre to
Madeira
Tenerife
Las Palmas
Casablanca
Tangier
Malaga
Cadiz
Lisbon
Vigo
Why choose a cruise?

Holidays are important things—they don’t happen often. It’s pretty expensive, too, if you choose to travel. What are you hoping for? Sun and plenty of it? Delightful food and exquisite wines? Fancy hotels, the latest in fashion, the latest in technology? What do you want on holiday?

We believe you deserve the best you can get. That’s why we offer you a choice: a choice of luxury or a choice of adventure. A choice of the new or the traditional. A choice of the old or the new. A choice of the familiar or the unknown. A choice of the comfortable or the challenging. A choice of the safe or the adventurous. A choice of the predictable or the unexpected. A choice of the ordinary or the extraordinary.

Why go Greek Line?

If you’re thinking of taking a cruise, you’ve probably heard of the Greek Line. But do you know what makes it so special? For over 50 years, Greek Line has been providing unparalleled service and luxury to its passengers. That’s why we’re proud to be a part of their family. Our crew is dedicated to ensuring that every passenger has a memorable and enjoyable experience. And with our wide range of destinations and activities, there’s something for everyone to enjoy.

The reasons are many:
- Greek Line offers a wide range of destinations, from the Greek Isles to the Caribbean, and beyond.
- Our ships are luxurious and comfortable, with state-of-the-art amenities and features.
- Our cuisine is exceptional, with a wide variety of options to satisfy every palate.
- Our staff is friendly and attentive, ready to make your vacation a memorable one.
- We offer a variety of activities, including shore excursions, onboard entertainment, and more.

But the most important reason to choose Greek Line is the experience. Our ships are designed to create a relaxed and enjoyable atmosphere, with plenty of space to relax and unwind. And with our experienced crew, you can rest assured that your safety and comfort will be our top priority.

So why choose a cruise? Why not choose Greek Line? With us, you’re guaranteed an unforgettable vacation.
This is the sort of menu you'll find on your table every day. Over fifty prepared dishes by
Chefs aboard.

Over fifty dishes on your daily menu

Lunch aboard ship...breathtaking sea or that's never touched a chef...stirring views
around, serving, choices, wines you disposed an appetite you thought you'd lost
for even. And here, on the Lido, you'll feel a menu worthy of the most exacting
and discriminating appetite. An international cuisine, prepared and presented by master
chefs, 150 to choose from—for every meal of the day. With it, a wide selection of
alcohol—at any time prices, of course.

Mousaka?
Roast Beef?
Crêpes Suzettes?

*Mousaka—a traditional and delicious
Greek dish made from layered meat,
olives, rice, vegetables, potatoes,
cheese and sauce, basted
with Bechamel sauce.

Lunchroom for six. To eat outside. To drink:
Liquorlicence.

A cold selection of the highest quality
meats, fresh fish, the
Lido's choice of
vegetables.

This food and service are all first-class.

The "Midnight Buffet"—a spectacular and extremely popular
street team during every cruise.
This is how your days go by

Sundays, Sundays! High and handsome from morn to noon, that's what you need on a holiday, and that's what you get on the T.S.S. Lautaret. There are facilities to be met with—but they're not very big—yet. Should you have another drink before dinner? Is it wise to fall into the pool so soon after lunch? Would a game of deck tennis be too exhilarating in view of the heat? This is the setting of your days aboard—on deck, half-speed, weather, board, and to your tastes and mood.

Escape from the field of the day for a game of ping pong. God be praised for fast and furious tennis.

This is how your evenings go by

The sun dips into the sea and the day dies, but all around you, on the Lautaret, a new life is starting—the life of the night. Change from your rough clothes of the day and you'll find that the way has changed, too. Big lights,Excel music, The quiet haven of a pastoral city. Dinner first, then dance, and who knows dancing or maybe a Jerry Seven. The moon and the stars, and the eyes of your toasts are full of knowledge and the glass is full of knowledge in your cabin is filled gently to sleep. In the moonlight, you.
This is your voyage

This is your voyage:
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Look back at your ship from the island paradise tonight—you'll be in haven again and happy.

**Madeira**

You'll never be weary to praise them on the fabulous Portuguese island. Shot your eyes for a rester when you step ashore. Feel the sun on your face—the sun that soaks gently on Madeira for the months of the year. Soft the warm air and you'll know there are flowers all round you: Marathonias, roses, jasmine, honeysuckle, gardenias, and paternos—plus the elderflower, the wild olive, the orange blossom, the orange tree, and the wild fig. You'll think of the vineyards and the wine tour. You'll think of the church bells and Madeira wine. And when you listen, take with you some treasures from the island: Madeira lace, embroidery, or basketware, made with the accumulated skill of centuries.

Two wine-growers, transport: a fine stall in a traditional fashion.

Don't forget your camera: there are so many happy memories you will want to capture and take home with you.

You'll无线 budgens come in Madeira—like brittle's in the past—like you'll or are old to enjoy a date.
Tenerife and Las Palmas

Tenerife. To the north of the Spanish island, towards the snow-capped Pico de Teide, or peak of Tenerife. Beyond door from there with the mountain through dark pine woods and bright green clover groves—through bread and beautiful search at banana fields, through fig and prickly pear trees, across trees and Canary palms. On to Santa Cruz, the capital. Now town is mostly and music for you. Here you see gardens heavy with flowers and orange and lime woods will be their beauty to your own. Explode the island and discover every kind of plant.投降 flowers sing up in the mountains by tropical plants growing close in the sea. Near the white sand stretches one of the most beautiful beaches in the world, with a bar and that turns the sea into a magnificent natural bathing pool.

Clothes for your Sunshine Cruise

CLOTHING

For men, not much of a problem: ordinary sports wear with a sweater or two for the cooler weather. Dressing down is optional. Don't forget your sunglasses and sunscreen.

For ladies, a little more planning may be required. Try, for example, to have, by trial and error, one or two special cruise wardrobes at all. In fact, try to carry as many pairs of shoes, nightwear, and clothes that you can possibly fit into your bag.

When buying on the island, be sure to examine the various styles. You need to choose your clothes carefully and sometimes try on different sets of clothes, always be sure to try on them.

When you arrive, the whole climate picture changes. To wear with
ease, I think a comfortable top with a skirt that matches the color of the weather. A good day for a walk, try a light cotton skirt, and then maybe a sweater for the cooler weather.

General view of Tenerife Island. A continent in miniature.
Want to be with us?
Then see your travel agent soon!